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Abstract: In this paper we present preliminary findings of a case study analysing 
the implementation experience with Internet voting in Austrian academic tests and 
one election. The project identified a first set of six building blocks which seem 
important for the conduct of Internet voting, which include legal basis, 
identification, secrecy, transparency, control, and evaluation. 

1 Introduction 

Recognizing each other as equal is the central precondition for a society to develop 
democratic institutions [Dahl1998]. Over time, societies have developed various forms 
of decision making, which are often also ways that culture is expressed. In one way or 
another, all democracies use elections to make legitimate decisions. As Kofi Annan 
[KA2000] once put it: ÔDemocracy must be more than free elections, [but] it is also true 
[É] that it cannot be less.Õ As such elections are one expression of the culture and 
identity of a society; however, they are also processes in continuous evolution that differ 
from society to society. 

An election is a formal process by which members of a society make a choice on a 
topical question or candidate for a public office. Since the end of the Second World War, 
many efforts have been undertaken to establish a common understanding of what 
constitutes a democratic election. The United NationsÕ first set out standards [UN1966] 
for the main qualitative factors that an election has to satisfy: holding genuine periodic 
elections, extending the right to all citizens to stand and to cast a (secret) vote, and 
allowing free expression of the will of the vote. But these standards  say little about 
procedures, leaving unanswered the questions of how and with which methods elections 
are to be conducted.  
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Initially, elections were held in controlled environments using a variety of technologies 
including vocal communication, show of hands, stones, wax tablets, or fragments of 
clay. Today paper ballots are most commonly used. With the increasing need to 
accommodate citizensÕ mobility, paper ballots are also used to allow for voting in 
uncontrolled environments, i.e. to allow the voter to make choice either inside or outside 
of a dedicated polling station, using the postal service to receive and return the ballot.  

As soon as electricity became available, the question arose, whether it could be used to 
allow for electrified and later electronic voting. One of the earliest efforts to develop 
electronic vote casting machines date back to 1849 when Martin de Brettes developed an 
early model. Werner von Siemens and Thomas Edison followed with similar proposals 
All of them were designed for the use by parliamentarians. Despite public interest, none 
of these inventions were ever actually used [Krim2012]. 

It took over 100 years for the use of electronic voting machines in polling stations to 
spread happening in the 1970s in the U.S. [Toka2005] and the Netherlands [Leye2010], 
and in the late 1990s in Germany [BWGV]. At about the same time, research started to 
make the visionariesÕ dreams come closer to reality. It was David Chaum [Chau1982], 
on the basis of the advances in cryptography by Diffie & Hellman [DH1976] with the 
use of asymmetric keys as well as ist implementation by Rivest, Shamir & Adleman 
[RSA1978], who made casting secret votes via the Internet possible for the first time.  

It took a little longer for this experiment to reach real elections. When the Internet 
became available to the public in the 1990s, a transformative process gained momentum. 
It started by enabling online purchasing (e-commerce), continued by processing 
government transactions (e-government) and finally also reached democratic procedures, 
bringing with it remote electronic voting that promised to transform democracy.  

Unlike the storm that shocked the traditional business world, developments in election 
process take much longer, mostly because introducing remote electronic voting involves 
many more questions than the basic ones of who is able to offer a product cheapest and 
fastest.  

Nevertheless a number of experiments with remote electronic voting via the Internet. 
The first legally binding elections via the Internet took place in the United States with 
the Arizona primaries (for an analysis of this trial in 2000 see Solop in [Solo2004]) and 
in the student parliament elections in Osnabr�ck/Germany [Stege2000] in early 2000. In 
Switzerland discussions started in 1998; since 2004 the Swiss have been gaining 
experience in a step-by-step approach, starting with three pilot cantons Geneva, 
Neuch�tel, and Zurich [Brau2004], and expanding in recent years to thirteen [Burn2011]. 
The small Baltic republic of Estonia was the first country in the world to introduce 
remote electronic voting for all elections in 2005. Since then it has held six nation-wide 
elections with an electronic remote channel [VVK2014]. Australia experimented in 2007 
with remote electronic voting, also investigating how vision-impaired persons can 
benefit from such a voting channel [AEC2007]. In 2011 and 2013, Norway piloted a 
remote electronic voting channel in local government elections that allows the possibility 
for the voter to verify if the vote was cast as intended [MLGR2011, 2013].  
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Overall, the number of users of electronic voting has increased over the past few years. 
But the trend has not been uniform, and has spurred intensive discussions amongst 
election administrators, researchers, vendors, media, observers, and last but not least 
voters. While the decision whether or not to introduce remote electronic voting remains a 
question to be answered by responsible decision makers, the implementation of Internet 
voting presents challenges of its own.  

In this paper we present preliminary findings of a project which tries to identify the 
building blocks of Internet voting. The project deals with the case of Austria, where after 
several experiments, including two academic tests in 2003 [PKKU2003] and 2004 
[PKKU2004], a highly contested Internet voting project was implemented in 2009 
[KET2010]. These three elections where examined in detail for the identification of 
building blocks which seemed important for the conduct of Internet voting. 

2 Methodology 

The aim of the study is to identify building blocks of Internet voting. Such an approach, 
to conduct an in-depth study of a contemporary phenomenon using multiple sources of 
evidence in its real-life context, is the typical application of case-study methodology 
[Yin2003]. This is an area where traditionally there has been little prior research in the 
IS field [BGM1987]. For this case study the following sources of information were used 
for its compilation: (i) project reports of the academic tests and the election, (ii) 
academic papers, (iii) legal documents, (v) media reports on the issue, (vi) as well as 
further documents that help understand the case study context and content.  

The case study analysis was organized in three phases: (i) define and design; (ii) prepare, 
collect, and analyze; and (iii) analyze and conclude, following Yin [2003]. For the 
analysis of the data, a reference framework was used [Krim2012] to identify emerging 
patterns throughout the implementations [Klug2000].  

3 Identifying Building Blocks 

The preliminary findings of the project hint that a first six areas have to be paid attention 
to when designing, building and finally deploying a remote electronic voting channel via 
the Internet:  

1. The adaptation of the legal basis; 
2. The selection of technical means to solve the main paradox of unequivocally 

identifying the eligible voter; and at the same time 
3. Ensuring the secrecy of the vote;  
4. Evaluating that the software works as required;  
5. Giving the election commission control over the process; and  
6. Enabling overall transparency for the process.  
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Figure 1 gives an overview of these topics and in the following these building blocks are 
described in more detail.  

 

Figure 1: Building Blocks of Internet Voting 

3.1 Legal Basis 

When designing the legal basis for electronic voting, the first question is whether or not 
it is in line with international commitments. Here the Venice Commission of the Council 
of Europe commissioned a study [Grab2004a, Grab2004b] which found general 
compatibility. In addition, the Council of Europe also passed a recommendation on how 
electronic voting systems should be designed [CoE2004]. At the third meeting of 
reviewing the recommendation, it was amended by two documents to reflect recent 
developments in transparency and certification [CoE2011a, CoE2011b]. Most 
publications on national legislation regarding remote electronic voting concentrated on 
whether it is in line with the constitutional requirements of the respective country 
[Zisk2004; Karp2005]. In the end, project experience showed that most importantly the 
implementation of the lawÕs principles into an ordinance needs to include technical detail 
[GoWe2012].  

3.2 Identification 

The identification of voters is an essential part of the whole voting process, and closely 
linked to the available online identity management infrastructure in the country where 
the election is being conducted. Some countries have begun to equip their citizens with 
smart cards [Maat2004] and in the case of Austria the smart cards are linked to the 
existing population registers [LHP2002]. For others such solutions were (i) too costly, 
(ii) delayed due to data protection concerns [RRM2005], or (iii) delayed for a long time 
due to lack of national certification providers [CH2007]. While in such cases one-time 
passwords (transaction authorization numbers Ð TAN) were used, which resulted in high 
costs for printing and distribution of voting cards for each election [Brau2004]. However 
the increased level of security came at the price of usability. While TAN are easily used 
by voters, smart cards can require high level of transaction costs to issue them as well as 
prove a high barrier to participation which is hard to overcome.  
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3.3 Vote Secrecy 

Ensuring the freedom of the voter to cast a ballot of his/her choice requires that it remain 
impossible to link a voter and his/her vote, both at the time of casting the vote as well as 
in the future. Many algorithms have been proposed in the past 30 years, all of which hide 
either the vote or the voter by cryptographic and/or organizational means. For an 
overview of different available algorithms see [SP2006; Paul2011].  

Most of this research however does not include experience in real-world elections. This 
can be assumed to be the reason why most algorithms used in practice are of less 
sophisticated nature than those considered state-of-the-art in research. 

The most successful form of supporting free cast of a vote is allowing the voter to cast a 
vote more than once, while ensuring that only the last vote counts [VG2006]. However, 
this requires changing legal regulations which in the Austrian case was not possible.  

3.4 Control by the Electoral Committee 

Traditional voting processes are organized by an election committee. Often election 
administrators have a legal background and only limited technical experience. They 
often consult with technically experienced personnel or companies to conduct the 
electronic voting processes. Still, election committees should remain in full control of 
the conduct of the election. This becomes in particular challenging when there is need to 
allow the election commission to start, stop or interrupt the process. Most algorithmic 
solutions propose no technical means for this and therefore require organizational 
measures through regulation, such as detailled contractual relations with the vendor 
helping to implement this control element. 

3.5 Certification 

In addition to the necessity of overall trust- and transparency-enhancing measures, the 
correct functioning of the electronic voting software is in doubt if it is not checked 
before its actual use. Before evaluations can be performed, one has to translate legal 
requirements into functional and organizational requirements [LSBV2010]. Here, the 
technical part of the Council of Europe recommendation [CoE2004, CoE2011a/b] has 
made a fundamental contribution to the development of generally accepted technical 
requirements. Ahead of such international technical standards that can be used for 
certification, it was necessary to develop national approach in the case of Austria 
[ASIT2009]. Re-use of these techniques by others is limited, as they are either designed 
for specific existing systems, tied to national (electoral) legislation, or too generic 
[Volk2009].  
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3.6 Transparency 

Paper-based voting processes are easy to understand and to follow. The use of electronic 
means presents the inherent problem that electronic bits and bytes cannot be seen. This 
in effect results in a process that requires access to documentation of the actual 
proceeding of the operation of the electronic voting system, as well as advanced 
mathematical and technical knowledge to understand the overall logic behind it. While 
early efforts introduced confirmation numbers that would allow voters to verify that their 
confirmation number is included in a public bulletin board, recent research proposes the 
use of end-to-end verifiability approaches [Ryan2009], which would allow the voter to 
check whether his/her vote was cast as intended, recorded as cast, as well as counted as 
recorded. The proposals use (mathematical) proofs to allow these checks. Practical 
experience with end-to-end verifiable systems is limited (only available in Norway and 
Estonia) and trust and transparency in the conduct of the electronic election remain pre-
requisites, but can possibly be enhanced through efforts like this, in particular when 
considering universal approaches which could support observation efforts [KrVo2006; 
NVT2013]. 

4 Summary 

The preliminary analysis of this project shows insights in the development process that 
the field of remote electronic voting has taken. Clearly the experiences with 
implementing such new election technologies have shown that what once seemed a 
technical problem became much more. At the beginning the technical solutions for the 
main problem of verifying the eligibility of voters and keeping their vote secret was at 
the center of attention. Later more sophisticated algorithms were developed and 
functionalities like trying to give more control to election commissions were added. 
However, the experiences showed, that accurate legal regulations are needed, which not 
only show the interaction with the constitutional legal texts but also on how to give 
accountability to a remote electronic voting channel through legal means. International 
standards were a first step, but much more necessary are regulations based on actual 
experience which show how remote electronic voting channels can be realized and 
where it is needed in order to avoid problems identified in pilot implementations. Further 
this practical knowledge also shows that sophisticated algorithms are not always the key 
to success. Much rather, several key implementations make use of very basic technical 
means to realize the tasks given by law. One should not forget about the voters. They not 
only need to use such systems but also need to understand the processes in order to build 
up trust. It requires trust in the election administration; otherwise suspicion will arise 
with more technology in an election process.  

Last but not least it also shows that remote electronic voting is one of the most 
challenging IT projects. Not only does the requirement for secrecy of a vote rule out 
many approaches towards IT-security in the Internet, but also elections themselves are 
special projects: they have a fixed date when they have to take place Ð if the system is 
ready or not.   
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